Discover Kisimul Castle

Quiz!

1. What is the Clan MacNeil of Barra’s motto? ___ Q ___ R ___ I ___
2. Where were the prisoners kept? ___ G ___
3. They are found all over the castle – what is another name for a toilet? ___ V ___
4. What name is given to the type of boat the MacNeil’s of Barra used? ___ L ___
5. Which room was used for entertaining guests? ___ R ___ A ___
6. At which battlefield were the brown bessies and Halberds found? ___ D ___
7. What is situated at the Tanist House door? ___ L ___
8. Who is buried in St Kieran’s Chapel? ___ B ___ ___ E ___
9. What is at the entrance to the castle? ___ E ___ P


when you’re finished, collect your free sticker!